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I used to think that life was all about the Joneses
Tryin' to find a way to just keep up some how
I had to have it, do it, be it, had to own it
A little secret that I finally figured out

We spend so much time climbin' up the ladder
An' that we're missin' all the things that really matter

I've got my two feet on the ground
I'm breathin' in and breathin' out
Ohh, yeah, life is good

I'm gonna grab onto today
Live every minute in the way I know I should
Life is good

I like to move, I like to run, I like to get it done, yeah
Or I can stay home on the couch and watch TV
Well, give me sunshine, give me rain
It makes no difference to me
It's all the same, all the same to me

Call me simple, call me crazy
I believe that it's all in what we make, yeah

I've got my two feet on the ground
I'm breathin' in and breathin' out
Ohh, yeah, life is good

I'm gonna grab onto today
Live every minute in the way I know I should
Life is good

Call me simple, call me crazy
I believe that it's all in what we make, yeah

I've got my two feet on the ground
I'm breathin' in and breathin' out
Ohh, yeah, life is good

I'm gonna grab onto today
Live every minute in the way I know I should
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Life is good

Yeah, life is good, oh
Don't ya, don't ya know? Ohh
Life is good, life is good, yeah
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